[The assessment of solitary osteolytic bone lesions in breast carcinoma. A special case report].
Solitary bone lesions occurring 10 and more years after primary known breast cancer are usually declared as metastases of this tumor. However, this assumption is not correct. In such cases the probability of a second malignancy has to be concerned as well. We report the case of a 77-year-old woman, in whom 18 years after primary breast cancer therapy an osteolysis in her right radius occurred. The treatment planning was aggravated by the diagnostic classification of this lesion. The diagnostical differentiation between bone metastases of the known breast cancer or another extramammary solid cancer and a primary tumor of the bone was not possible by clinical and blood examination, X-ray and MRT-imaging. As the diagnostically decisive step a biopsy was performed proving a metastasis of the known breast cancer. This case pointed out that the diagnostical classification of a solitary osseous lesion exclusively based on anamnestically known primary cancer treated long times ago is not permissible. Before therapeutic decision is correctly fixed, detailed diagnostic examinations according to basic oncological rules are conclusively required.